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The paper deals with the issues of preserving the copyrighted content that are born-digital
by cultural heritage insttutons within the EU. Firstly, the paper analyses relevant UNESCO
documents that defne cultural heritage, digital cultural heritage and intangible cultural
heritage and discusses whether “born-digital” content could be included in one of these
categories. Next, the copyright-relevant issues of digital cultural heritage preservaton are
analysed. Within the EU copyright law framework, the paper analyses the currently
applicable copyright exceptons and demonstrates their limits on practcal examples.
Further, the paper discusses whether the “born-digital” content which is not currently
preserved by insttutonalised “brick-and-mortar” cultural heritage insttutons can be legally
preserved by private collectors and virtual heritage insttutons. Lastly, the proposed
Directve on Copyright in the Digital Single Market is analysed.
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1

Introducton

Copyrighted content is increasingly created, consumed and accessed in digital form. Some of this
content might become cultural heritage that current generatons leave as their legacy for future
generatons. The preservaton of content that was created, exists and is communicated and
consumed in digital form especially via the Internet (hereinafer “born-digital”), can be realised in
unlimited copies without reducing the quality of the content – each digital copy usually has the
same quality as the original. The downside of the digital nature thereof is its relatve low
resistance to the passing of tme and technological development – storage media are usually not
designed to last decades and also the technological means how to access it may become gradually
obsolete (Niggemann, De Decker, and Lévy 2011, 26). In order to follow this development, the
cultural heritage insttutons (further referred to as “CHIs” or “CHI” in singular) have to act much
faster in recognising and preserving items of potental cultural heritage that are born-digital. As a
result, this means preserving content that is presumably stll under copyright protecton and ofen
also available in general distributon channels under various licensing terms. Consequently, the
preservaton of digital cultural heritage and ensuring access to it is thus a complex organisatonal,
technical, legal and fnancial challenge (Niggemann, De Decker, and Lévy 2011, 32–34).
In this paper, we focus on the legal issues and specifcally on the ones related to copyright law. [4]
As a rule, copyrighted content might be used (and consequently preserved) only if it is authorised
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either by the rightholder or by law. Obtaining a license for each item can be beyond the technical
and fnancial resources of CHIs. Therefore, CHIs ofen rely on statutory copyright exceptons that
can reduce transacton costs (Rogers, Mark, Joshua Tomalin, and Ray Corrigan 2010, 7). The
European Union (hereinafer “EU”) tried to harmonise the framework for copyright exceptons in
the Art. 5 of the Directve on the harmonisaton of certain aspects of copyright and related rights
in the informaton society (hereinafer “InfoD”).[5]
The frst research objectve, and at the same tme the content of the third part of the paper, is to
analyse whether the current copyright exceptons provide for clear and certain framework for CHIs
to sufciently preserve content that is born-digital.
In the fourth part of the paper, the current limits of the current exceptons are discussed in the
context of Digital cultural heritage (hereinafer “DCH”) and demonstrated on partcular use cases,
namely website preservaton, on-demand services preservaton and preservaton of video games.
The development of informaton and communicaton technology also challenges the traditonal
noton and concept of CHI as a “brick-and-mortar” insttuton. Various tools enabled individuals to
pursue actvites that were previously reserved only to larger insttutons and corporatons. It is
reasonable to expect that enthusiastc individuals are now able to take over certain roles of CHIs
regarding preservaton of DCH, e.g. preserving content that is out of the scope of traditonal CHIs
such as vintage video games. The second research objectve is to explore legal tools and
restrictons for preserving certain forms of cultural heritage via more autonomous and
deinsttutonalised repositories such as fan sites, tribute sites or social network profles. In the ffh
part the paper thus discusses whether an individual collector or group of users can reach the
status of CHI.
Currently, the EU copyright framework is about to undergo the most fundamental change since
the incepton of the InfoD. The proposed Directve on Copyright in the Digital Single Market,[6]
introduces a specifc excepton for the preservaton of cultural heritage for CHI and regulates the
treatment of out-of-commerce works. The last – sixth – part of this paper provides a critcal
analysis thereof and discussion whether it actually addresses the identfed lacunae in the current
EU copyright framework.

2

“Born-digital” content as cultural heritage

2.1

Importance and defniton of the digital cultural heritage

Born-digital content can be potentally considered as a part of cultural heritage and be the
legitmate focus of CHIs’ atenton to preserve it. The understanding of the term cultural heritage
gradually developed from tangible objects, such as archaeological heritage to broader concepts,
such as folklore and historical landscapes, and later transformed into the wide-ranging defniton
that also contains intangible heritage (Vecco 2010, 321). In 2003 the UNESCO recognised and
defned the term “Digital Heritage”. The General conference of UNESCO adopted the Charter on
the Preservaton of Digital Heritage (hereinafer “CPDH”) and declared that born-digital content is
a new form of cultural legacy. CPDH understands the term “digital heritage” as unique resources
of human knowledge and expression, that embrace cultural, educatonal, scientfc and
administratve resources, as well as technical, legal, medical and other kinds of informaton
created digitally, or converted into digital form from existng analogue resources. (UNESCO 2003,
74). It also defned the term of “born-digital”, which refers to resources, where there is no other
format but the digital object (UNESCO 2003, 75). The artcle 1 of CPDH gives a broad defniton of
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digital heritage which covers both content that is “born-digital” as well as the non-digital
(analogue) content that is digitalised. The focus of this paper is, however, narrower as it only
discusses issues relevant to the preservaton of content that is born-digital and might be
potentally regarded as “digital cultural heritage” (further referred to as “DCH”) and not digital
copies or reproductons of analogue objects.[7]

2.2

User-generated content as digital and intangible cultural heritage

It is, however, legitmate to ask whether all the born-digital content created today can be
considered as potental DCH. For example, Instagram users post millions of photos every day, but
not every one of these posts have the individual quality to be considered cultural heritage. User
generated content, however, might be worth preserving in aggregaton with other user generated
content, for example, as a group of posts with a certain hashtag or from a certain place or event.
User-generated content can also act as a documentaton of existence of so called “intangible
heritage”. The UNESCO Conventon for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage”
(further referred to as “CSICH”) was adopted at the same session as CPDH (UNESCO 2003, 53).
This conventon defned intangible cultural heritage as “ practces, representatons, expressions,
knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated in
additon to that – that communites, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognise as part of
their cultural heritage” (UNESCO 2003, 54). The message of the CSICH is clear: a) there are no
limits on what can potentally be qualifed as a cultural heritage, and b) the cultural heritage shall
be defned by percepton of an individual or group of individuals, and objectve criteria such as
antqueness, uniqueness, artstc value or monetary value are secondary.
The defniton of intangible cultural heritage is supported by a non-exhaustve list of domains, in
which the intangible heritage may be manifested. These domains are (a) oral traditons and
expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage; (b) performing arts;
(c) social practces, rituals and festve events; (d) knowledge and practces concerning nature and
the universe; (e) traditonal crafsmanship. (UNESCO 2003, 55). Kurin (2003, 63) described
intangible cultural heritage as an awkward and technical term, which however had to be used
because the other words, such as “folklore”, “oral heritage”, “customs”, “community-based
culture” or “popular culture” caused difcultes in an internatonal comparatve context. Kurin
(2003, 63) further explains intangible cultural heritage as “ a culture that people practce as a part
of their daily lives”. So far, UNESCO used the concept of intangible cultural heritage to identfy and
protect 470 social phenomena and actvites such as “Beer culture in Belgium”[8], “Idea and
practce of organising shared interests in cooperatves”[9] or “Puppetry”[10]. Vecco (2010, 322)
observed that since 1954 UNESCO understands the cultural heritage as a heritage of “humanity”
and not the heritage of one individual naton or state.

2.3

Content born-digital as focus of CHI

This part could be concluded with the rather general remark that any born-digital content has the
potental to become a subject of interest of certain CHIs. There is a strong possibility that future
generatons will see some of the born-digital content consumed today as cultural heritage. It is
likely that some of current actvites that revolve around the born-digital content will be perceived
also as intangible cultural heritage in the future in the sense as discussed earlier. UNESCO
recognised that the data, which contain the culture of today are at risk of being lost to posterity,
due to the rapid obsolescence of the hardware and sofware, which brings it to life, and the lack of
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supportve legislaton (UNESCO 2003, 75). It is up to individual states to decide what content
should be preserved and to introduce a legal framework that can provide adequate tools for
preserving the DCH. As was mentoned earlier, in the case of copyrighted DCH, the preservaton is
a legal challenge. The next part thus analyses the current copyright framework in the EU dealing
with this topic.

3

Copyright-relevant issues of DCH preservaton

The discussed DCH preservaton basically involves the making of a digital copy of the to-bepreserved object, including it into some sort of archiving system and optonally (but ideally)
bringing it online for access to the general public.
From the copyright law perspectve, it is frstly important to decide, whether the DCH consttutes a
copyrighted subject mater. According to the case law of the CJEU,[11] in order to obtain copyright
protecton, the subject-mater must be “ original in the sense that it is its author’s own intellectual
creaton”.[12] The intellectual creaton must refect the author’s own personality, which is
demonstrated if the author is able to make free and creatve choices.[13] Furthermore, the DCH
might also include subject-mater protected by rights related to copyright. If the DCH does not
fulfl the criteria mentoned above, it is not protected by copyright and generally available for any
form of reproducton or communicaton to the public, i.e. also for preservaton. However, as
suggested by the CJEU in the Ryanair Ltd v. PR Aviaton BV case,[14] the dispositon with
unprotected subject-mater might be regulated, i.e. also forbidden, contractually.

3.1

Relevant economic and moral rights

The preservaton might encroach both on economic as well as on moral rights of the respectve
rights holder. For general works, the economic rights of reproducton (Art. 2 InfoD) and right of
communicaton to the public (Art. 3 InfoD) are the most pertnent. The former right must be
interpreted broadly,[15] including copies in any format, i.e. also the creaton of digital
“surrogates” (analogue-to-digital reproducton). If the subject mater consttutes a computer
programme, the Art. 4 SofD[16] restricts any unauthorised copy thereof as well as “ any form of
distributon to the public”.[17] The later right of communicaton to the public also covers the right
of making available to the public, which restricts the on-demand access to the work.
Consequently, the acts of providing access to the protected subject mater on websites or social
media networks also fall within the scope of this right.[18] The recent rulings of the CJEU also
elucidated the term “public”.[19] What maters is the new public, which is to be understood as
any public, that the rights holder did not consider in the inital authorised communicaton to the
public.[20] The scope of the right was extensively debated as regards to hyperlink[21] – its setng
is an act of communicaton to the public, if the hyperlink leads to a work that has not been made
available legally online and the person setng a link is either actng for proft or, if not actng for
proft, had or should have had knowledge of the circumstances of the illegal nature of the making
available.[22] On the other hand, a hyperlink leading to authorised content is not considered as
“communicaton to the public” and therefore is not a copyright infringement.[23] Interestngly,
the technical method of the hyperlink is not decisive – also embedding of the content with the
help of “framing” that in end efect makes the protected subject-mater look as if it is available on
the linking site, is not copyright-relevant.[24] Consequently, a CHI might theoretcally “preserve”
the content completely legally only by linking to it. However, such a method would render the
basic functon of the preservaton useless. As soon as the content would be deleted from the
source site, it would automatcally also disappear from the CHI archive site.
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The moral rights are not harmonised on the European level (recital 19 InfoD) and are lef for the
natonal legislator to deal with (Minero 2014, 324). As noted by Klass and Rupp (2014, 969) the
DCH preservaton actvites might, based on the efectve natonal legislaton, encroach the moral
rights protectng against distorton of the work (e.g. by using a low-resoluton version of the
subject-mater) or its alteraton or misappropriaton (e.g. by stamping the CHI logo on the subject
mater). The infringement of moral rights by unlawful publicaton is a non-issue in the case of DCH
already made publicly available online (e.g. on social media networks, websites).

3.2

Current exceptons in the InfoD

3.2.1

General remarks

Due to the nature of the above-discussed protecton regimes, i.e. exclusive control over the
copyrighted content, any restricted act must be authorised either by the respectve rights holder
or law (i.e. statutory excepton).
The frst alternatve, i.e. standard licensing, is connected with signifcant transacton costs.[25] This
process should usually include the determinaton of the status of the subject-mater, identfying
and contactng of the rights holders and fnally negotatng the license.[26] These costs might
hamper the successful preservaton of the DCH. In order to alleviate these costs and mediate the
confictng interests, fair balance is sought with the help of the exceptons to the exclusive rights.
Currently, there are several optonal exceptons in the current copyright framework that may
apply to the copyright-relevant acts involved in DCH preservaton. Before we discuss the specifc
exceptons in detail, it must be noted, that they are regarded as an excepton from the general
rule (i.e. the exclusive right).[27] This interpretatve approach is also strengthened by the principle
of “high level of protecton”,[28] that should ensure the needed investment in the creatve
process. Dreier (2010, 51) aptly remarks, that “ exceptons are seen as an unavoidable evil, i.e. the
necessary concession to be made to public interest which does litle more than cutng away some
of the exclusivity granted by the exclusive rights and which, therefore, should be kept at a
minimum.” This strict approach was, however, later mitgated by the further case law of the CJEU
that acknowledged that these limits of protecton might also have an important social role.[29]
They should be interpreted in such a way that their purpose is not hampered (Geiger and
Schönherr 2014, 450–51). Nevertheless, in the case of a dispute, it has to be expected, that the
further discussed exceptons would probably be interpreted rather narrowly. Yet another problem
of the European system of exceptons is the three-step test that introduces a signifcant level of
legal uncertainty. According to the Art. 5(5) InfoD[30] not only the fulflment of the formal
conditons laid out in the respectve exceptons is sufcient. These exceptons might only apply in
certain special cases, shall not confict with the normal exploitaton of the subject-mater and shall
not prejudice the legitmate interests of the rights holder. The test must be applied even by the
natonal judges when assessing the applicaton of the respectve natonal excepton/limitaton
(Arnold and Rosat 2015, 747). Consequently, even in the states that have not implemented the
text of the three-step test in their natonal copyright acts, the CHI’s use on the relevant must stll
be compliant with the three-step test, especially the second step (no confict with normal
exploitaton) and the third step (no prejudice of the interest of the author).[31]
3.2.2

The noton of CHI in the current EU copyright framework

Some of the further discussed exceptons have a specifc benefciary – the cultural heritage
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insttutons – an entty that should be functoning as the custodian of the cultural heritage (Hilty,
Moscon, and Li 2017, 48). However, the EU copyright framework does not contain a detailed
defniton thereof. The InfoD does not even use this term. However, it contains a specifc set of
exceptons[32] for non-proft “publicly accessible libraries, educatonal establishments or
museums, or [...] archives”.[33] Apart from the archives (Lewinski and Walter 2010, 1035), the
insttutons must be “publicly accessible,” i.e. the access is granted on a non-discriminatory basis
(Bechtold 2016, 463). An operaton-costs-covering fee might, however, apply, as long as it does
not create a proft (Bechtold 2016, 463). Also, these insttutons do not have to be publicly funded
or run in order to be able to rely on the provided exceptons (Lewinski and Walter 2010, 1037).
The Directve 2012/28/EU on certain permited uses of orphan works (further referred to as
“OrphanD”) uses a broader list of cultural heritage insttutons than the InfoD which includes
moreover non-proft flm or audio heritage insttutons and public service broadcastng
organisatons (Guibault 2016, 521). Furthermore, all of these insttutons must be seated in a
Member state, and the use of orphan works must pursue a public interest mission (Art. 6(2)
OrphanD). The commentators of OrphanD, however, express doubts on the clarity of the “public
interest mission” criterion – there are no clear guidelines on this issue (Suthersanen and Frabboni
2014, 658) and it is also not clear, whether this public interest mission should be set by law
(Guibault 2016, 521). What is however, implicitly clear according to Suthersanen and Frabboni
(2014, 657) is the rule that an individual may not beneft from the orphan work regime. Also,
contrary to the InfoD, the insttutons listed in the OrphanD might generate revenue when using
orphan works in order to cover the costs when fulflling their public interest mission.[34] This goal
might also be achieved within a public-private partnership as this is sanctoned in the Art. 6(4)
OrphanD.
3.2.3

The respectve applicable exceptons and limitatons

Firstly, a natural person may make a reproducton of the protected subject-mater for private
purposes provided that these copies do not follow neither directly nor indirectly a commercial end
(Art. 5(2)(a). The author/rights holder must receive fair compensaton for such a reproducton, and
the source of the copy must not be, according to the CJEU, illegal.[35]
Specifc acts of reproductons, such as copies for preservaton and archiving, made by the CHI that
are not “for direct or indirect economic or commercial advantage” are exempted under the Art.
5(2)(c) InfoD. Von Lewinski and Walter argue (2010, 1037) that the Art. 14 ReLeD shall be applied
analogically, and as a result, the operatng costs (or costs of reproducton for that mater) of the
CHI might be stll covered by the fees paid by the users. As noted by Torremans (2010, 117) the
InfoD is however silent on the topic, whether format-shifing is allowed or not and also on the
amount of copies allowed.
The “on-site terminal” communicaton of the protected subject-mater by CHI to the public for
private study and research purposes is made possible by Artcle 5(3)(n) InfoD. In the Eugen Ulmer
case,[36] the CJEU held that this excepton implicitly also allows the CHI to digitse the subjectmater in order to make the “on-site terminal” excepton usable.
Specifc works with unknown or unlocated author might be reproduced and made available to the
public provided they fulfl the conditons set in the OrphanD, such as the diligent search for the
rights holder. This specifc framework for the use of orphan works, however, has a very limited
scope of applicaton. Only the CHI as discussed above might beneft from the therein stpulated
excepton. Furthermore, only certain works in the collectons of these CHIs fall under the defniton
of orphan work namely works “ published in the form of books, journals, newspapers, magazines
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or other writngs” and “cinematographic or audiovisual works and phonograms” . The former
group includes primarily printed resources, including their electronic versions (Guibault 2016,
522). Artworks and photographs are not mentoned and are covered only to the extent that they
are “embedded” in the covered subject-mater (Art. 1(4) OrphanD), not if they are a standalone
object. The regulated excepton in Art. 6 OrphanD allows the CHI to make the subject-mater
available online and reproduce it for such purposes.
Moreover, the orphan works might be reproduced for purposes of “ digitsaton, [...] making
indexing, cataloguing, preservaton or restoraton” (Art. 6(1) OrphanD). All of these copyrightrelevant acts might be undertaken only in the CHI’s public-interest mission. The OrphanD does not
consttute this excepton as a remunerated one. However, the rights holder is enttled to fair
compensaton if she ends the status of orphan work (Art. 6(4) OrphanD). Despite its conciseness, it
is not apparent, whether the OrphanD provided incentves for using orphan works (Callaghan
2017, 254).
If the perceived DCH consttutes a computer program, the SofD[37] does not contain any directly
applicable excepton usable for DCH preservaton.[38]
3.2.4

The treatment of “out-of-commerce” works

Closely related to the issue of orphan works and copyright exceptons are the issue of out-ofcommerce works. The European Commission started a discussion with relevant rights holders on
this topic in November 2010 which resulted in the 2011 Memorandum of Understanding on Key
Principles on the Digitsaton and Making Available of Out-of-Commerce Works (‘Memorandum of
Understanding on Key Principles on the Digitsaton and Making Available of Out-of-Commerce
Works’ 2011). This document, focusing only on books and artcles stpulates that the work is out of
commerce “when the whole work, in all its versions and manifestatons is no longer commercially
available in customary channels of commerce, regardless of the existence of tangible copies of the
work in libraries and among the public (including through second hand bookshops or antquarian
bookshops)” (‘Memorandum of Understanding on Key Principles on the Digitsaton and Making
Available of Out-of-Commerce Works’ 2011, 2). Contrary to the orphan works, the authors are
known, but the work itself is not available. The Memorandum lays down guiding principles on how
to regulate out-of-commerce works, suggestng the model of extended collectve licensing as a
passable soluton (Guibault and Schrof 2018, 5). The issue of out-of-commerce works is also
mentoned in the recital 4 OrphanD, however, it is lef to member states to deal with (Hilty, Li, and
Moscon 2017, 62). Consequently, various natonal models of regulaton were implemented, relying
mostly on the system of extended collectve licensing or presumpton of representaton (‘Impact
Assessment on the Modernisaton of EU Copyright Rules - PART 3/3’ 2016, 130).[39]

4
Applicaton of exceptons and limitatons to the born-digital
content
In this part, the applicaton of the currently available exceptons is discussed, including the limits
thereof that lie in the nature of DCH and the specifc forms of its availability.

4.1

Acquiring DCH in “collecton” as a technological and legal problem

A collecton or permanent collecton of the content is what defnes the societal functon and
importance of every CHI insttuton. The concept of the permanent collecton, inventory or
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catalogue presumes that certain objects are atributed to certain CHI which is responsible for
preserving them. Traditonally, the CHI would obtain the ownership (absolute right) of the tangible
object, e.g. archive materials, print, book or record, typically by donaton, purchase or
performance of legal deposit duty. As regards born-digital content, CHI might apply the concept of
the permanent collecton analogically by listng intangible copies as items in their collecton.
However, the problem with this analogy arises when the CHI tries to add digital-born content to
their permanent collecton. The rights to intangibles cannot be transferred similarly as to
tangibles. The license agreement to digital content is characteristcally a relatve and temporary
legal tool.[40] Moreover, the grant of rights is ofen limited to certain forms thereof. The moral
rights of the author might also act as an efectve barrier, e.g. when the technology advances and
CHI might want to adapt the DCH to a new platorm.
The queston of how to add born-digital content to the permanent collecton is vital for every CHI.
The CHI might want to make a copy of artstc photography shared via Instagram or make a pointin-tme snapshot of social networks contributons of partcipants of partcular cultural events or
contributons with a specifc hashtag. Such an act of extensive collecton is rather easy to perform
technically but raises the queston whether CHI is even enttled to do so. InfoD (Art. 5(2)(c)) gives
member states leeway to enact excepton “ in respect of specifc acts of reproducton made by
publicly accessible libraries, educatonal establishments or museums, or by archives, which are not
for direct or indirect economic or commercial advantage” .[41]
Member states usually complement these exceptons with legal deposit obligaton for publishers
of books and periodicals. The examples are deposit regulatons for non-print materials in the UK
[42] or German act on the natonal library[43], where natonal libraries gain license to deposit
electronic content, and also impose obligatons of certain publishers of electronic content to hand
over copies for depositng. The archived content is usually not available for remote access and can
be accessed only locally. The regulaton standardly relies on formalised criteria. The law explicitly
states which entty is enttled to collect what content and who can access it. For example, the
German Natonal Library is enttled to store only content published in Germany or German
publicatons published outside Germany and foreign works about Germany[44] and does not
include movies[45]. UK regulaton, for example, does not include sound recordings[46]. Relying on
formal criteria provides legal certainty but makes the preservaton of DCH less fexible towards
new forms of digital-born content. This may lead to loss of potental DCH, because Member States
do not adapt rules on preservaton quickly enough to keep pace with the advances in technology.

4.2

Preserving DCH in web archives

Various natonal CHIs have already started to preserve content that is born-digital. The most
typical example is a “natonal Internet archive”, where the central CHI archives the content from a
specifc Internet domain or content published by specifc insttutons.[47] Aggregatng all of the
content from the whole Internet domain needs to rely on the copyright exceptons, since
transacton costs for negotatng with every operator of a website within the domain would be
high, especially in country code top-level domains. The EU law does not contain a harmonized
specifc excepton for preserving websites – the Member States might, however, introduce
exceptons for reproducing the websites by CHIs under Art. 5(2)(c) InfoD and for communicatng
such reproductons to the public on dedicated on-site terminals pursuant Art. 5(3)(n) InfoD.
The statutory licenses for preserving websites in individual Member States can usually be enjoyed
only by a limited number of subjects or even by a single entty. A good example of this approach is
the Austrian Media Act that provides for statutory license only to the Austrian Natonal Library,
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which is consequently enttled to aggregate (i.e. reproduce) the content of the natonal domain
“.at” and content from other domains that relates to Austria up to four tmes per calendar year
and archive it.[48] The library cannot make the whole aggregated content available on-line. Similar
exceptons are introduced in Germany[49], United Kingdom[50] and France[51].[52] All mentoned
Member States give statutory excepton only to a designated public library and do not allow access
to the archive outside the physical premises of the library. However, not every state has
introduced a statutory license specifcally for websites, such as Czechia and Slovakia.
This situaton, together with the fact that the content cannot be communicated to the public leads
some archives to combine statutory exceptons with license agreements. The operators of Internet
archives in countries without specifc statutory exceptons rely solely on licensing and ask website
operators to register for automatc scanning of their websites.[53] The cooperaton with owners of
selected websites is essental also for technical reasons.[54]
The public licenses, such as Creatve Commons, have the potental to be an efcient tool for mass
archiving of born-digital content.[55] Licensing the website under one of the available public
licenses serves as a signal towards CHI insttuton, that the content of the website is available for
crawling, archiving and making available for the insttutonal archive. However, considering the
complexity of current websites, there are few cases, where the whole website[56] is created
merely from the content that can be licensed in such a way. Even if the owner of the website opts
to license the whole content of the website under conditons of a public license, the CHI has to
critcally asses, whether the licensor truly understands how this licensing works and whether the
licensor did not unintentonally also license third-party content. Our previous research performed
in four top-level domains revealed that in 2013 only 118 from total 200 websites licensed under
Creatve Commons licenses applied the license correctly (See Koščík and Šavelka 2013, 211).
It can be summarised, that the potental to introduce statutory exceptons formulated in the Art.
5(2)(c) of the InfoD does not lead to sufcient preservaton of DCH. Some Member States did not
introduce the copyright exceptons for preserving websites at all. Even the most progressive
member states introduced specifc statutory exceptons for preserving DCH from the websites in
the second decade of the twenty-frst century, which is two decades afer the release of the frst
web browser. These exceptons are based on narrow defnitons of what can be collected, which
means that the actvites of CHIs are focused on the tme captures of statc websites, the
technology of the 90’s, whereas more and more content is distributed through new platorms,
such as on-demand platorms, mobile applicatons and social networks. The wording of the Art. 5
of the InfoD, leads to the very limited use of archived websites, which can be accessed only by
terminals within the premises of CHI. Even in member states where the copyright exemptons for
archiving websites are in place, the CHI would have to contact website owners and conclude
license agreements if it intended to create “open” version of the archive accessible on-line.

4.3

Preserving DCH distributed via on-demand services

Signifcant part of the contemporary digital content is distributed by on-demand platorms. As
discussed earlier, the content which is distributed by digital retailers cannot be considered as an
out-of-commerce work as long as it is available through their distributon channels. As long as the
content is within the digital distributon, it is difcult to make it a part of permanent collecton of a
CHI for various legal reasons. Firstly, it seems to be unclear whether reproducton of such
distributed content is actually covered by the Art. 5(2)(c) InfoD, i.e. whether such preservaton
could be treated as “specifc act of reproducton” and whether it would not contravene the recital
40 of the InfoD.[57] Furthermore, such content is standardly distributed under specifc licensing
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terms and it is also debatable, whether the exceptons provided in the InfoD are immune to
contractual override (Bechtold 2016, 455). Lastly, such content is ofen protected by technological
protecton measures preventng unauthorised access and copying. These measures are also
protected against circumventon as such (Art. 6 InfoD). Even though the excepton belongs to the
privileged ones, i.e. one where the right holder should make such use possible (Art. 6(4) InfoD),
the practcal implementaton of this obligaton is rather non-functonal (Favale 2007). As a result,
afer the content disappears from the on-demand distributon, there is no physical medium lef,
which can become a part of the CHI’s collecton. The major part of the potental DCH is thus in the
hands of commercial enttes, and there is no general legal framework on their obligaton to ofer
it for potental preservaton. Unlike publishers of books and periodic print, the retailers of digital
content and providers of an on-demand platorm usually do not have the general obligaton to
submit the distributed content under a legal deposit scheme. It is also questonable, whether the
introducton of such legal deposit schemes for digital content would be enforceable on the
natonal level, as digital retailers may not have their branch in the respectve Member State. It
might be more practcal to introduce cross-border statutory excepton that would enable the CHI
to transfer the content from digital content providers to its permanent collectons and preserve it
for future access once the work goes out of commerce provided that it has acquired legal access to
it, and also make it immune both to contractual, as well as technological override.

4.4

Preserving video games as DCH

The current legal framework for CHI, outlined especially by the Art. 6 of OrphanD and Art. 5 of
InfoD is based on the presumpton that digital archives may contain digital copies of analogue
works. In order to efciently preserve content that is born-digital, CHIs need clear legal tools that
would enable transfer from “digital-to-digital”, i.e. adaptng the digital heritage to another digital
form, which can be consumed on a digital device or platorm of a newer generaton if the older
technology becomes obsolete. The problem can be illustrated by computer video games, where
the technological platorm on which the game can be experienced changes constantly.[58]
Maier (2015) extensively discusses the issue of video games as cultural heritage and applicaton of
the OrphanD thereon. In reliance on the Nintendo case,[59] she suggests (Maier 2015, 124) that
video games might be regarded as audiovisual works fulflling the conditons of the OrphanD.[60]
However, the specifcites of this type of content and the relatvely narrow excepton provided in
the OrphanD, render the applicaton of the excepton practcally useless (Maier 2015, 127). The
main problem is that a simple 1:1 copy of the video game does not make it actually usable – it
needs to be emulated, i.e. modifed to some extent, which is not allowed by the excepton. Maier
further analysed the provision of the SofD and concluded, that CHI is enttled to reverse engineer
and decompile the game itself (2015, 126). However, there are even more legal obstacles to
preserve video games using emulaton. In order to understand and emulate an old code, the
decompilaton of an operatng system or reverse engineering of the hardware on which the game
is played may be necessary as well. The CHI might not have the right to use the needed operatng
system or it may not meet other requirements of the SofD to modify the code thereof. The
problem is even more complex considering the moral rights of the authors. The emulaton of old
computer programs to a new platorm might impact the moral rights of the creators of the game,
and we see a strong analogy to colouring monochromatc flms[61] because in both cases the
content is adapted to the next-generaton technological platorm to display and consume the
content.[62]
Furthermore, video games are ofen protected by technical protecton measures – however, none
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of the potentally applicable directves grant the CHI any “right to hack” these protecton
measures, which renders the actual “preservaton” of old games futle (Maier 2015, 125–26).
Consequently, the preservaton of video games consttutes an especially complex challenge from
the copyright point of view. As of now, the possible soluton lies, apart from rather idealistc
introducton of a specifc EU-wide excepton respectng all the above identfed peculiarites, in
metculous natonal implementatons[63] potentally paired with the public law obligaton to legal
deposit.

5

Privately operated digital CHIs and virtual CHIs

The decreasing costs of storing data online makes it increasingly easy to run an archive of any
digital content. It is technically possible to open and operate a purely virtual digital CHI from the
comfort of one’s living room. Many unofcial websites used by fans of pop stars, profles on social
networks like Pinterest or, in the past, Myspace might be considered as de facto sui generis
archive of digital cultural heritage.[64]
The importance of private collectors for the preservaton of cultural heritage cannot be
underestmated, as large parts of the current collectons of cultural heritage would have been lost
without the actvites of private collectors.[65] Private archives can be much more fexible in
preserving niche forms of digital cultural heritage that CHIs are possibly even unaware of. As was
described above, it took two decades for some states to create the insttutonal framework for
protectng DCH contained on the Internet, and some states stll have not recognised the
importance of preserving content of natonal websites. Private archives may also be efcient in
preserving user-generated content and content that was never intended for commercial
utlisaton[66] and perform the societal functon that is complementary to “brick and mortar”
CHIs.
The current copyright framework in the EU, however, does not create favourable conditons for
operatng such archives by individuals as the copyright exceptons intended for CHIs in the InfoD
and OrphanD can be enjoyed only by insttutons and not by natural persons. Nevertheless, the
member states are allowed to introduce copyright exceptons which can be enjoyed by a legal
entty established by individuals under the provisions of private law[67]. Consequently, an
individual who wishes to run an archive of DCH has the possibility to set up her own CHI by
establishing a non-proft legal entty or foundaton. As a privately-owned CHIs, such an archive can
enjoy the copyright exceptons under InfoD and OrphanD, as long as the archive remains noncommercial in nature.
The excepton for private use of a copyrighted content under the InfoD is granted only for making
reproductons and not for communicaton of the archived DCH to the public. The criterion of the
accessibility by the public, not applicable for archives, however, does not necessarily require
physical premises. It is however possible, that an archive that focuses on born-digital DCH, is
accessible to the public purely in the on-line form. Unfortunately, a purely virtual archive would
not be able to beneft from the exceptons created under the Art. 5(3)(n) of the InfoD, as this
requires physical premises with terminals, not only making available online of the DCH.
It can be concluded, that even if the current state of technology enables every user of the Internet
to operate an archive and establish purely virtual CHI with minimal costs, the copyright rules
narrow the possible content only to the content to which an individual is an author or has an
explicit license to do so as the InfoD leaves no room for copyright exceptons that would enable
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on-line access to a virtual archive for the general public. The lack of such exceptons is a missed
opportunity. Broader copyright exceptons, that would enable operatng a purely virtual archive
for DCH, that would not confict with a normal exploitaton of the work or other subject-mater
and would not unreasonably prejudice the legitmate interests of the rights holder would arguably
encourage civic engagement in preserving of DCH. Broader exceptons do not necessarily have to
mean broader defniton of CHI. Viable alternatve is to extend the copyright excepton for private
use, so that it would include also the right of communicaton to the public by individuals in cases
where such communicaton would not confict with a normal exploitaton of the work and would
not unreasonably prejudice the legitmate interests of the right holders.

6

De lege ferenda consideratons: The Directve on Copyright in the
Digital Single Market

Currently, the EU copyright framework is about to undergo the most fundamental change since
the incepton of the InfoD. The proposed legislaton also addresses issues relevant to DCH, albeit
not optmally, as is shown in this part.

6.1

The noton of CHI

The proposed COM-D includes a diferent defniton of CHI than the current directves[68] that has
been critcised as not precise enough as it difers from the defnitons above (Hilty, Moscon, and Li
2017, 48). The main diference was that the educatonal establishments were not included. The
exclusion of the educatonal establishments from the circle of benefciaries was also critcised by
the jurisprudence as unjustfed (Geiger, Frosio, and Bulayenko 2017, 25). This situaton was
however changed in the CON-D, albeit only in the recital 11a thereof, that also includes
educatonal establishments and public sector broadcastng organisatons. However, these changes
do not address the issues discussed and conclusions reached in part 5 of this paper.

6.2

Excepton for preservaton of cultural heritage

All of the currently applicable copyright exceptons in the InfoD discussed earlier are optonal for
the Member States which leads to an undesirable efect of actual disharmonisaton (Guibault
2010, 55). Consequently, there is no coherent EU-wide legal framework for cultural heritage (or
DCH for that mater) preservaton, only natonal legal solutons.[69] In order to mitgate this
undesirable situaton, the Commission proposed a mandatory excepton aimed specifcally at the
preservaton of cultural heritage (Artcle 5 COM-D).[70] The recital 20 stpulates that Member States
should be required to provide for an excepton “ to permit cultural heritage insttutons to reproduce
works and another subject-mater permanently in their collectons for preservaton purpose”.
Moreover, the excepton targets also the exclusive rights pertaining to a computer program, i.e.
Art. 4 SofD. Interestngly, it must be noted, that this provision also entails “ any form of
distributon to the public” of the computer program.[71]
However, the fundamentals of this excepton remains restricted to traditonal concepts of
analogue objects and their digitsaton. Firstly, the recital 5 COM-D recognises that there are new
types of uses but does not recognise that there are completely new forms of works, and potental DCH,
that may not easily fall in to the current categories of literal works, audiovisual works and computer
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programs.[72] Next, the excepton namely only concerns artefacts that are permanently in the
collecton of the CHI and does not address the obtaining of the relevant content into the collecton in
the frst place. Merely, the recital 21 of the directve[73] stpulates that the item may become part
of the collecton by transfer of ownership to the medium containing the protected subject mater,
a permanent custody arrangement and also by a licence agreement. Interestngly, this may open
the door to wider preservaton of DCH licensed under irrevocable public licences, such as Creatve
Commons, because the CHIs will be able to consider such copies of works under public licenses as
part of their permanent collecton. However, the applicaton of the excepton in this will
nevertheless make no sense – the copyright-relevant acts pertnent to DCH preservaton will be
already granted to the CHI contractually (on the basis of the public licence), therefore relying on
the statutory excepton might be superfuous.[74]

6.3

Out-of-commerce works

In order to overcome the various natonal regulatons, the Commission proposed a unifed scheme
for concluding licences (i.e. not an excepton) for specifc non-commercial uses of out-ofcommerce works (Art. 7(1) COM-D). From the functonal point of view, the system is based on the
already existng natonal solutons, i.e. extended collectve licensing/presumpton of
representaton.[75] The non-exclusive license granted from the collectve management
organisaton shall allow the CHI to use the work by the digitsaton, distributon, communicaton to
the public or making available (Art.7 COM-D) in all member states (Art. 8 COM-D). The licence
could be only granted if the collectve management organisaton is “broadly representatve” (Art.
7(1)(a) COM-D), which is a very opaque term to operate with (Hilty, Li, and Moscon 2017, 65).
Furthermore, all rights holders should be treated equally as regards to the terms of the license,
and fnally, they should always have the right to exclude the efects of this licence. As aptly
critcised by Keller (2016), the general problem with the proposed system, however, lies in its’ core
– namely the preference of a licensing scheme instead of an excepton. Based on the type of work
it can easily happen that “there is simply no-one who can grant a license for out-of-commerce
works in the collectons of cultural heritage insttutons” (Keller 2016). Commercially unavailable
works are namely also these, that “ have never been or were never intended for commerce” (Keller
2016).
The current trend of ever-increasing volumes of content available from on-demand services also
puts a new practcal challenge to the noton of “out-of-commerce works”. Any content that is
nowadays considered to be out of commerce can return to distributon if the costs of distributon
fall below its potental revenue. For example, the audiovisual content that was not lucratve
enough for distributon via DVD’s might atract enough users to be able to generate revenue via
on-demand stream. The old books that are no longer popular enough to occupy shelf space in
bookstores may stll be lucratve for distributon in e-book format. Increasing efciency of
commercial enttes enables them to put more and more works of low commercial value to ondemand platorms. This might undermine the legitmacy of digitalisaton of any content by CHI
because principally every content that has its recipient can be provided by commercial on-demand
service.
The proposed COM-D makes it, however, easier for CHI to make certain forms of DCH accessible to
the public, by using the less formalised defniton of out-of-commerce work. As opposed to OrphD,
it does not cover only certain explicit categories of works, but generally all out-of-commerce works
in “permanent collecton” of CHI.
In conclusion, the COM-D refects the problems of the past and does not antcipate the challenges
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of the future, mainly, it does not refect the increasing importance of content that was never
intended for commercialisaton.

7

Conclusions

In 2002, the General Conference of UNESCO recognised that preservaton of the DCH heritage is
an urgent issue of worldwide concern and adopted the Charter on the Preservaton of Digital
Heritage. The Artcle 10 of the CPDH encouraged all member states to adopt measures that would
urge hardware and sofware developers, creators, publishers, producers and distributors of digital
materials as well as other private sector partners to cooperate with public heritage organisatons
in preserving the DCH. Sixteen years afer the call for policy changes, the preservaton of DCH
remains one of the blind spots of the European copyright framework. The primary responsibility of
preservaton of cultural heritage policy lies on the individual states and not on the EU or UNESCO.
It is up to the member states individually to decide, which DCH should be preserved and adapt
their legislaton accordingly. In practce, the actual preservaton of DCH is then undertook by CHI.
As this paper tried to demonstrate, the current European copyright exceptons are ill-suited to
provide CHIs with enough legal certainty and clarity to preserve DCH. The current regulatory
approach of fragmented and narrowly defned copyright exceptons for CHIs leaves many gaps and
DCH is being lost. The possible exceptons under EU legislaton are stll oriented to provide rules on
creatng digital copies of tangible objects but do not ofer any solutons designed for preserving
born-digital content.
These defciencies were frstly demonstrated on the fundamental actvity of the CHI, namely
acquiring the DCH. This functon and, consequently the importance of the CHI, is defned by its
collecton. The EU copyright legislaton, especially the InfoD, however, is based on the
presumpton that the CHIs collect physical objects, which may be digitsed. Further, it forces
member states to adopt very narrow exceptons only to “specifc” acts of reproducton in the case
of the Art. 5(2)(c) excepton. Also, there is no specifc legislatve framework tailored for adding
purely digital items into the collectons. The lack thereof causes problems in the preservaton of
specifc forms of DCH such as the content of WWW, works available via on-demand services and
video games. It can be burdensome for CHI to collect works that are distributed via digital ondemand services and protected by technological protecton measures. The presented natonal
soluton of DCH preservaton (specifcally in the case of website archiving) also proved to be very
narrow in scope of the DCH archived and limited as to the enttled subject. Also, once the provider
of the on-demand service removes the work from its digital distributon, the DCH might be either
lost completely or there might not be a legal obligaton of the provider to supply CHIs with the
copy of protected work.
Another issue is that the volume of born-digital content is too big to be preserved in its entrety
and the CHIs must be selectve on what content can preserved within their capacites. The private
collectors can help preserving DCH that is not preserved by any public CHI. The copyright
exceptons for private use may relate only to the acts of reproducton and not to rights of
communicatng to the public – thus the preservaton of DCH by a private person is not sufciently
covered by the copyright exceptons. However, the concept of CHI is rather broad and can be
enjoyed also by an entty established by an act of private law, such as foundaton or nongovernmental organisaton. These privately-operated CHIs might fll the gaps in the actvites of
traditonal CHIs.
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The proposed directve on copyright in the Digital Single Market is based on the premise that the
copyright framework has to be adapted to new types of uses but does not bring any fundamental
change to the current status quo. The proposed exceptons for preserving cultural heritage are
focused only on the legal regime of digitsing heritage objects instead of creatng fexible
instruments that could be used for the works that are born-digital.
To conclude, a more fexible and tailored approach taking into account the specifcites of DCH in
the EU copyright framework is needed. The problem of volume of the DCH might also be
addressed by employing the privately-operated CHI. The problem of DCH preservaton might also
be complemented by reconsidering the member states’ legal deposit policies so that distributors
of digital content have the responsibility for preserving and depositng DCH similarly to publishers
of books and periodicals.
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